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Representing 55% (93) of the Network Membership

over Php 5.14 billion
aggregate value of development initiatives

1. Php 1.1b
   education, 67

2. Php 524m
   health and nutrition, 43

3. Php 182m
   microfinance, 6

4. Php 119m
   capacity building, 27

5. Php 69m
   livelihood, 20

6. Php 369m
   multiple program areas, 20

top program areas based on expenditure
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**approx 6 m Filipinos**
supported across the Philippines

- **5.56m** individuals
- **21k** families/households
- **900** communities

- **2,400** schools
- **400** organizations
- **110** local government unit

**Total beneficiaries**
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in ALL regions
presence of AF network

regions where members operate
71% collaborated among the AF members

- 27% collaborating with 1
- 28% no existing collaboration

2,654 employees full-time staff of AF members

- 45% 1,205 male
- 55% 1,449 female